On today’s call were

**Tuan Anh Do**, Assistant Director, Systems Support Group Undergraduate Admissions, San Francisco State University, CA, Member of the AACRAO SPEEDE Committee, and **Co-Chair of ERUG**

**Clare Smith-Larson**, Retired Project Easier/SPEEDE Coordinator from Iowa State University and PESC Consultant to Common Education Data Standards

**Michael Morris**, Director of Quality Programs, ACT, and also Co-chair of the PESC Technical Advisory Board

**Valerie Smothers**, Johns Hopkins University, School of Medicine

**Tom Stewart**, Retired College Registrar from Miami Dade College (FL) and Member of the AACRAO SPEEDE Committee

Tuan started today’s call at 5 minutes after the hour.

**Crosswalk Corrections:** Scott Hillman will review them on the next call.

**Schema Changes Previously Approved:** All of the schema changes approved by ERUG prior to today’s call were approved by the PESC Change Control Board and are scheduled to be included in the next schema release by PESC. Hopefully, PESC will complete this release within the next month or so.

Jeff Funck has prepared a draft of all the changes to the existing schemas and Tom will review them shortly.

**Agency Identifier:** On the last call, we discussed the problem that was created when we modified one version of the complex data element “Person”, but forgot that different schemas used different versions of “Person”. Therefore, the changes approved by ERUG did not update all the places where “Person” exists.

Tuan has reviewed the issues and ERUG will prepare a request so that all versions of “PersonType” as child to “StudentType” in all transcript schemas will be the same.
Then in a later update we will delete one of them.

**Norm Population Complex Data Element in Education Test Score Reporting Schema:** Valerie and Michael made a proposal to add a new optional complex data element “NormDistribution” to the existing complex data element “NormPopulation” which occurs in the Education Test Score Reporting Schema as follows (NormGroup is child to NormDistribution):

This will allow Medical Colleges to include the distribution of scores on any given test taken by a student or applicant.

If approved, this would also allow “NormDistribution” to be included in a Student Transcript instance document to show distribution of grades in the course taken by a student.

This was approved on today’s call and Michael Morris will prepare a Change Form to be submitted to the PESC Change Control Board.

Today’s call ended at 37 minutes after the hour.

**Next ERUG Conference Call:** Because of the AACRAO Technology Conference in Chicago on Tuesday, July 3, 2012, the **next call will be on Tuesday, July 17 at noon Eastern** (11 am Central, 10 am Mountain, and 9 am Pacific) Daylight Saving Time. Call 888.205.5513 and use participant code 952016#.

**Next Face to Face Meeting of ERUG:** PESC Fall 2012 Data Summit October 17 - 19, 2012 in Vancouver, British Columbia at the Four Seasons Hotel. Note: Passport required for US citizens.